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communication systems, such as video distribution systems,
typically include a number of “headend” units, or “video heads”,
at a headend or central office, and several “distribution nodes” at
various locations or sites along the distribution system. Typically,
one or more of the distribution nodes receives a video signal via a

distribution line from the video head, and converts the video
signal to a form suitable for transmission over the distribution line

to one or more of the other distribution nodes and ultimately to
subscriber premises. For example, a typical video distribution

system includes a headend that is connected to a cable service
provider via a cable trunk line that carries the video signal.

Typically, the distribution nodes at the headend receive the video
signal via distribution lines that carry the video signal to each of

the distribution nodes, which in turn distribute the video signal via
fiber or other distribution lines to many end user (e.g., consumer)

premises. In order to ensure that the distribution nodes are
properly connected to their distribution lines, each distribution
node typically includes a programmed address which identifies
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the distribution node, and each distribution node typically
communicates with the headend via a communication line (e.g., a
telephone line or a cable). To ensure that the distribution nodes
are identified properly, the headend typically transmits a signal

over the communication lines to each of the distribution nodes at
predetermined times to determine whether the headend has

received an acknowledgement of receipt of the signal from the
distribution node. In conventional communication systems, the

communication lines and 6d1f23a050
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